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Determinacy of Analytic Foliation Germs 

Tatsuo Suwa 

In this paper we consider the determinacy problem for codim 1 
complex analytic foliation germs. For function germs (smooth or analytic), 
the problem has been thoroughly worked out mostly by J. Mather and the 
results are widely known ([5], [6] see also [8], [14]). Let I be a smooth or 
analytic function germ at the origin 0 in Rn or en and let J(f) denote the 
ideal generated by the partial derivatives of I in the ring of function germs 
at O. We also denote by m the maximal ideal of germs that are 0 at O. 
Then if (a) mkcmJ(f)+mk+! for some natural number k, (b) lis (right) 
k-determined, i.e., for any germ g with the same k-jet as f, there is a germ 
if! of local diffeomorphism or of local biholomorphic map at 0 with if!(O) =0 
such that g is equal to the pull-back if!* I of I by ¢ (g is right equivalent to 
f). Also, (b) implies that (c) mk+!cmJ(f). The condition (c) can be 
referred to as "infinitesimal (right) k-determinacy", since mJ(f) and mk+! 
are interpreted as, respectively, the tangent spaces at I to the sets of germs 
right equivalent to I and of germs with the same k-jet as f In general 
(c) does not imply (b). Hewever, (c) implies that (d) I is "locally k-deter
mined", i.e., if a germ g has the same k-jet as I and is "close" to f, g is 
right equivalent to f There are statements corresponding to the above in 
the right-left case. Note also that the problem is closely related to the 
unfolding theory. 

The main result of this paper is (4.l) Theorem, which asserts a state
ment analogous to the implication (c)::}(d) (local determinacy) for codim 
1 foliation germs. As a special case, we also consider multiform functions. 
In this case we can generalize not only the local determinacy «5.6) Theo
rem) but also, as already in the work of Cerveau and Mattei [1], the global 
determinacy (a)::}(b) (Theorems (5.11) and (5.18». The difficulty in the 
foliation case in general is caused by the fact that the associated algebraic 
objects have only vector space structures and may not be invariant under 
multiplication by function germs, which prevents us from using such an 
algebraic tool as Nakayama's lemma. Thus we obtain the local deter
minacy by actually solving some differential equations. 

:;{eceived January 12, 1984. 
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In Section 1, we describe, for a given germ w of holomorphic 1-form 
at 0 in en, the tangent space at w to the Gn-orbit of w, i.e., the set of 
germs of holomorphic I-forms that generate "analytically equivalent" 
modules as the one generated by w «1.5) Lemma). In Section 2, we recall 
the unfolding theory for codim 1 foliation germs and study its relation 
with infinitesimal transformations of such germs. Beside usual morphisms 
for unfoldings of foliation germs, which generalize (strict) right morphisms 
in the unfolding theory of function germs, we introduce RL-morphisms 
(2.1) Definition), which tum out to generalize right-left morphisms in the 
function case. We also define some algebraic objects associated with a 
codim 1 foliation germ F=(w). These are used to describe the classes of 
first order unfoldings of F under various types of equivalences as well as 
other infinitesimal conditions for F. Infinitesimal transformations of G n 

on F define RL-trivial first order unfoldings of F «2.6) Lemma, (2.12) 
Remark). We study transversality of unfoldings of foliation germs and 
its relation with (infinitesimal) versality in Section 3. Some results 
analogous to those in the function case are obtained «3.5) Proposition, 
(3.10) Theorem). In Section 4, we prove that if a codim 1 foliation germ 
F is infinitesimally k-determined, then it is locally k-determined «4.1) The
orem) as mentioned above. The problem is to solve the differential equa
tions (4.5) and (4.6) for p and u under some conditions. We can linearlize 
the equations by going from biholomorphic maps to vector fields as usual. 
Thus we solve (4.8) and (4.9) for ~ and g under the condition (4.10). We 
do this by the power series method. The infinitesimal k-determinacy 
guarantees the existence of formal solutions. As in [9], we compare the 
series with series obtained by modifying the one in Kodaira-Spencer [3]. 
We use the Malgrange privileged neighborhoods theorem [4] in our esti
mates. In Section 5, we mainly treat multiform functions. (5.6) Theorem 
gives a local determinacy result. If we combine it with Nakayama's 
lemma, we obtain the global determinacy (Theorems (5.11) and (5.18». 

I would like to thank my colleagues at Hokkaido University, espe
cially E. Hanzawa, T. Morimoto, I. Nakamura, H. Suzuki and N. Tanaka, 
for their interest and helpful conversations. 

§ 1. The action of Gn on On 

We denote by (!)n the ring of germs of holomorphic functions at the 
origin 0 in en = {(XI' ... , xn)}. The maximal ideal and the multiplicative 
group of units in (!)n are denoted by m and Un> respectively. Also we 
denote by Ln the group of germs at 0 of local biholomorphic maps p of 
en into itself with p(O) = O. The group Ln acts on Un from the right by 
pull-back. We form the semi-direct product Un ~ L n, which is denoted 
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by Gn. Thus as a set, Gn is the product UnXLn and the group multiplica
tion in G n is given by 

(u', ¢/)·(u, <})= (u<}*u', <}'<}) 

for u, u' in Un and <}, <}' in Ln. If we denote by Qn the @n-module of 
germs at 0 of holomorphic I-forms on en, the group G n acts on Q n from 
the right by (u, <})w=u<}*w for (u, <}) in Gn and win Qn. 

For a germ I in @n' we denote by PI the k-jet of f, i.e., the k-th 
Taylor polynomial of I at O. We set J~={jkIIIE @n}. We also let 
Jk(n, n) be the set of k-jets of germs of local holomorphic maps of en 
into itself leaving 0 fixed. Note that each of the sets J~ and Jk(n, n) has 
a natural structure of complex Euclidean space. If W= L,i~lhdxi,h E @n, 

is a germ in Qn, we define the k-jetpw of w by 

n 
'k '\' 'k-lf d 

} W=L..J} .Ii' Xi' 
i=l 

(1.1) 

sending w to pw. The set Jk Q n has also a natural structure of complex 
Euclidean space. Furthermore, we introduce the set Jk Q(n) of k-:iets of 
germs of local holomorphic I-forms on en. The set Jk Q(n) is naturally 
identified with Jk Q n X en. We let 

(1.2) 

be the canonical projection. If we set U~ = {pu I u E Un} and L~ = 
{jk<} I <} E L n }, each of them has a natural structure of complex Lie group. 
Using the natural action of L~ on U~, we form the semi-direct product 

Thus as a set G~ is the product U~ X L~, which is embedded as an open set 
in J~ X pen, n). The group multiplication in G~ is given by 

With these, G~ is a complex Lie group, which acts on P Q n from the right 
by 

Let en denote the @n-module of germs at 0 of local holomorphic 
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vector fields on cn. For X in en and win Qn, we have the Lie derivative 
Lxw of w with respect to X. If 

then 

(1.3) 

For an ideal lin (1)m we set 

which is a C-vector space. 

(1.4) Remark. If w=dj, then Liw)=d(I·J(f», where J(f) is the 
Jacobian ideal of I; the ideal generated by ai/ax!, .. " aflaxn • 

Take a germ w in Q n and set Z= pw. The holomorphic tangent 
space T.(PQn) of PQn at z is identified with PQn' Now we compute 
the holomorphic tangent space Tz(G~z) at z of the orbit G~z. 

(1.5) Lemma. We have 

T.(G~z)= 7r k (Lm(w)+ (1)nw), 

where (1)nw= {get) I g E (1)n}. 

Proof This is done as in the function case ([8] Ch. 7, Main Lemma 
III, [14] Lemma 2.8). Let fl.: G~---+Jk Q n be the holomorphic map defined 
by fl.(r)=rZ for r in G~. Then we have Tz(G~z)=dflz(Te(G~», where e 
denotes the identity in G~. We think of G~ as a subset in P X Pen, n), 
which is a complex Euclidean space. Hence T.(G~) is also a subspace in 
Jk xP(n, n). Thus for a vector v in Te(G~), we may write 

( 'k 'k e) v= } g,} 'i , 

where g is in (1)n and ~ is a germ of local holomorphic map of C n into 
itself with ~(O)=O. For t in a neighborhood U of 0 in cn, we set 

u/x) = 1 +tg(x) and sO,(x)=x+ t~(x). 

Then we have a holomorphic map 
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dav : To(v)~Te(G~) 

sends the tangent vector dldt to v. We compute 

dp.(v)=d(p. 0 av)( ~ ) 

= ~ (P(utcfitw» I 
ut t=O 

=7r:k (UO ·~(cfitw)1 + dUt I ·cfirw) 
dt t=O dt t=O 

=7r: k (Lxw+gw), 
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where X is a germ in men given by X = I;~=1 t;,(%xt ). Conversely, it is 
clear that every element of the form 7r: k(Lxw+gw) is in the image of dp •. 

Q.E.D. 

(1.6) Remark. In view of the above lemma, we may think of the 
space Lm(w)+<Pnw as the "tangent space" at w of the orbit Gnw in Qn. 

§ 2. Infinitesimal transformations and unfoldiogs of codim 1 foliations 

For generalities on complex analytic foliations with singularities and 
their unfoldings, we refer to [9] and [10]. Let F=(w) be a codim 1 folia
tion germ at 0 in cn, i.e., F is a rank 1 free sub-<Pn-module of Qn with a 
generator w satisfying the integrability condition dw!\w=O. The germ 
atO of the analytic set {xJw(x)=O} is denoted by Sew) (or by S(F» and 
called the singular set of F. We always assume that codim S(F»2 ([10] 
(5.1) Lemma, [11] (1.1) Lemma). An unfolding of F=(w) is a codim 1 
foliation germ ~ =(w) at 0 in cn X C m = {(x, t)} having a generator w 
with e*w=w, where e denotes the embedding of cn into C n X C m given 
by e(x) = (x, 0). We call C m the parameter space of ~. 

(2.1) Definition. Let ~=(w) and ~'=(w') be two unfoldings of F 
with parameter spaces em and CL={(SI, ... , SL)}, respectively. 

(I) A morphism from~' to ~ is a triple «({),,y, u) such that 
(a) ({) and ,y are holomorphic map germs making the diagram 

(/) 
(C n X C L, o)~(cn X cm, 0) 

1 1 
(C L, 0) t )(Cm, O) 
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commutative, where the vertical maps are the projections. u is a unit in 
(!}n+Z. 

(b) Cb(x, 0)= (x, 0) and u(x, 0)= 1. 
(c) uiiJ'=Cb*iiJ. 

(II) An RL-morphism from .'F' to .'F is a quadruple (Cb, t, u, a), 
where Cb, t and u are germs satisfying (a) and (b) in (I) and a=(a" ... , az) 
is a germ in (!}~+Z. Instead of (c), we require 

(c)' uiiJ' = Cb*iiJ+ L:i~l akdsk. 
A morphism or an RL-morphism is said to be strong, if we further 

have 

Cb(O, s)=(O, t(s». 

(2.2) Remark. The notions of a morphism and an RL-morphism 
are generalizations of a (strict) right morphism and an right-left morphism, 
respectively, in the unfolding theory of function germs ([6], [14] Definitions 
3.2 and 3.3, [11] (3.1) Definition and (3.11) Remark, [13]). 

A first order unfolding of F=(O) is a rank 1 free sub-{!}n+l-module 
.'F(1)=(iiJ) of Q n+1 with a generator iiJ such that e*iiJ=O), where e denotes 
the inclusion of Cn={x} in CnXC={(x,t)} given by e(x)=(x,O), and 
that diiJAiiJ,=O mod t 2, tdt (integrable to the first order). If we write 

iiJ=O)+O)(I)t +h(l)dt 

with 0)(1) in Q nand h(1) in {!}~, it is not difficult to show that the first order 
integrability is equivalent to 

(2.3) 

If iiJ' is another generator of .'F(I) with e*iiJ' = 0), write 

iiJ' '= 0) + 0)(1)' t + h(I)' dt 

There is a unit u in (!}n+l of the form 

with U(I) in (!}m such that iiJ'=uiiJ. Then 

Thus if we set 

I(O)={h E (!}"lhdO)=1)AO) for some 1) in Q,,}, 

each first order unfolding of F=(O) determines an element in 1(0) and 
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vice versa. We also set 

J(w)={h E (!)n I h= (X, w> for some X in en}, 

K(w) = {a E (!)n I adw=da!\w} and 

!J(w)={O E !InI O!\w=dhl\w-hdw for some h in (!)n}, 

43> 

where ( , > denotes the canonical pairing of vector fields and I-forms. 
If w= L.~=l!t.dxi'!t. E fJn, then J(w) is the ideal in (!)n generated by j;, .. " 
fn. The set K(w) is in the ideal J(w) and is the C-vector space of integrat
ing factors of w ([1] p. 34). The set !J(w) also forms a C-vector space. 

(2.4) Remark. If w' is another generator of F, then w' = uw for 
some unit u in f!Jn' We have J(w)=J(w') and J(w) = J(w'). The corre
spondence g~ug gives an isomorphism of K(w) onto K(w') and the corre
spondence o~uo gives isomorphisms of !J(w) onto !J(w') and of Llw)+ 
f!Jnw onto Llw')+f!Jnw' for any ideal lin f!Jn' 

(2.5) Remark. If w=df, fE f!Jno then J(w)=f!Jn, J(w)=J(f). We 
also have K(w) = {a E f!Jnldal\df=O}. If we assume f(O) = 0, then by the 
factorization theorem in [7] p. 472, we may write 

K(df) = f*(!)1> 

since the condition codim S(df»2 implies thatfis power free. 

If F=(w) is a codim 1 foliation germ, the set 

~(F)={X E en I Lxw=gw for some g in (!)n} 

is independent of the chosen generator w of F and forms a Lie algebra 
with respect to the Poisson bracket of vector fields. We call it the 
Lie algebra of infinitesimal automorphisms of F. Also we consider the 
annihilator 

Fa={x E enl (X, w>=O} 

ofF. 

(2.6) Lemma. We have 

(X, w>dw+(Lxw-d(X, w»!\w=O 

for any germ X in en. 

Proof If we denote by lx the inner product by X, we have 
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On the other hand, if we apply 'x to dml\m=O, we get 

Hence we obtain the identity. Q.E.D. 

(2.8) Corollary. J(m)C/(m). 

(2.9) Corollary. For any germ X in en, Lxm is in O(m), in particular 

for any ideal I in (!)n. 

From the condition codim S(F»2, if 7)l\m=O for 7) in On, then 
7j=gm for some gin (!)n. Hence 

(2.10) Corollary. Fa is a Lie subalgebra of ~(F) and there is an 
exact sequence of C-vector spaces 

wher(the map p sends X in ~(F) to <X, m). 

The ideal I(m) and the vector space O(m) are related by the following 

(2.11) Proposition. For any ideal I in (On, there is an isomorphism of 
C-vector spaces 

Proof. If 0 is in O(m), there is a germ h in (On such that Ol\m= dhl\m 
-hdm. Such an h is determined uniquely modulo K(m). Thus the cor
respondence O~[h] defines a surjective C-linear map 

O(m)~/(m)jl·J(m)+K(m). 

Moreover, if h is in I· J(m) + K(m), we may write 

h=<X, m)+a for Xin I·en and a in K(m). 

Then by (2.6) Lemma, we have 

Ol\m=(Lxm)l\m. 

Hence O=Lxm+gm for some g in (On. Q.E.D. 

(2.12) Remark. The quotients l(m)jJ(m) and l(m)jJ(m)+K(m) are 
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interpreted, respectively, as the sets of isomorphism classes and RL-isomor
phism classes of first order unfoldings of F=(w) ([10] § 6, [9] I. [13]). If 
§' =(w) is an unfolding of F with parameter space em={(tI> .. " tm )}, we 
expand W as a power series in t; 

m m . 
(2.13) w=w+.I; W(IJl tj+.I; hjdtj+higher order terms 

j=l j=l 

with w(IJl in Qn and hj in (!)n' We say that §' is infinitesimally versal if 
the classes [hIJ, .. " [hmJ of hI> .. " hm in J(w)jJ(w) span the vector space 
and that §' is infinitesimally RL-versal if the classes [hI]' .. " [hm] span the 
vector space J(w)jJ(w)+ K(w) or equivalently the classes [W(I,,], .. " [w(lml] 
span the vector space Q(w)jLm,,(w) + (!)nw. It is proved that if §' is infini
tesimally versal or infinitesimally RL-versal, then §' is versal or RL-versal, 
respectively ([9], [13]). 

(2.14) Remark. By (1.6) Remark and (2.9) Corollary, it is rea
sonable to say that a germ in Q n which is "close" to w may not possibly 
be in the Gn-orbit of w unless it is connected to w by some unfolding of w. 

§ 3. Transversal unfoldings 

Let F=(w) be a codim 1 foliation germ at 0 in en and let §' =(w) 
be an unfolding of Fwith parameter space em. We take a representative 
of w in some neighborhood of 0 in en X em and for each t near 0 in em 
and X near 0 in en, let wt ,'" denote the germ at x of the I-form Wt=ltw, 
where It denotes the embedding en4enXem given by It(X) = (x, t). 
We define the map germ 

by j~w(x, t)=pwt,:r;. Consider the differential of the composition of Hw 
and 7r in (1.2): 

(3.1) Definition. An unfolding §' of F=(w) is k-transversal if it 
has a generator w such that l*W=W and that 

For X=ojoxi , we denote Lxw simply by Liw. If §' =(w) is an 
unfolding of F=(w) with parameter space em, we write W as (2.13). A. 
straightforward computation shows the following 
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(3.2) Lemma. We have 

d(7C 0 jfw)(~)· = P(Ltw), 
aXi 

d(7C 0 jfw)(~) = jkW(IJ), 
at j 

i=l, "', n, 

j=I,·· ·,m. 

(3.3) Remark. Let w' be another generator of !IF with &*w' =W. 
Using Lemmas (l.4) and (3.2), it is not difficult to show that jf w satisfies 
the condition in (3.1), so does w'. 

For vectors VI' .• " Vr in a C-vector space V, we denote by [VI> .• ;, vr]c 

the subspace in V spanned by VI> •• " Vr • Also for F = (w), we set 

(3.4) ]<k+l)(W)={h E (l)nlhdw+(O-dh)Aw=O for some 0 in 7C;;I(O)}. 

(3.5) Proposition. For an unfolding !IF =(w) of F=(w), the following 
three conditions are equivalent: 

(a) !IF is k-transversal. 
(b) .!J(w)=[w(lt), ... , w(lm)]c+L~,,(w)+{I)nW+7C;;I(O) n .!J(w). 
(c) I(w)=[h1,···, hm]c+ J(w) + K(w) + I(k + 1)(W), 

Proof By Lemmas (1.4) and (3.2), !IF is k-transversal if and only if 

7C k.!J(W)=7Ck([L1w, "', Lnw]C+[W(11), "', w(1m)]C+ Lm(w)+{I)n(w). 

Noting that [LIW, .. " Lnw]c+Lm(w)=L~,,(w), we s~e that (a) and (b) are 
equivalent. The equivalence of (b) and (c) is straightforward. Q.E.D. 

It is easily seen that 

m k+1·I(w)CI(k+l)(w). 

Here we propose the following 

(3.6) Question. ]<k+l)(w)cJ(w)+K(w)+mk+l·I(w)? 
Thus if (3.6) is true, the conditions in (3.5) Proposition are all equiva

lent to 

I(w)=[h1, "', hm]c+ J(w)+K(w)+mk+1.I(w). 

(3.7) Remark. If w=dJ,f Em, then I(w)=(9n, J(w)=J(f), K(w)= 
f*{I)1 and 

I(k+l)(w)={h E {l)nIP(dh-gdf)=O for someg E {l)n}. 

We denote the last space by [(k + 1) (f). Let i be an unfolding of J, i.e., a 
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germ in l!in+m for some m such that I(x, 0)= f(x). We set f(lJ)(x)= 
aI/ax lx, 0) for j = 1, .. " m. Also, if we let W = dl, ff = (w) is an unfold
ing of F=(df) and hj in (2.13) is equal to f(lj). Hence by (3.5), ff is a 
k-transversal unfolding of F if and only if 

(!}n=[J<I,>, ... ,/(lm)]c+J(f)+f*(!}I+I(k+l)(f). 

Moreover, if (3.6) is true, then this is equivalent to 

(!) n =[1(1,), ... ,/(1"')]0+ J(f)+ f*l!i1 + m k + t, 

which is exactly the condition that I be a right-left k-transversal unfolding 
off([4] Lemma 3.13). 

Now we consider the relation between k-transversality and (infinitesi
mal) versality. 

(3.8) Definition. An unfolding ff of F=(w) with parameter space 
em is k-trivial if it has a generator W such that l*W=W and that 

PWt=PW for all t near 0 in em, 

where Wt =l!W, It denotes the embedding It(X)=(x, t) of en into en X em 
and l=lo. 

Let ff be a k-trivial unfolding of F and let W be a generator satisfying 
the conditions in (3.8). If we write W as (2.13), we see that the w(lj)'s are 
in trk"I(O) n Q(w). Conversely, any element in trk"I(O) n Q(w) determines a 
(may not be unique) first order unfolding which is k-trivial. Hence we 
give the following (cf. (1.6) Remark). 

(3.9) Definition. A codim 1 foliation germ F=(w) is infinitesimally 
k-determined if 

Note that the above condition does not depend on the choice of the 
generator w of F. Also the condition is equivalent to 

[<k+l)(w)cmJ(w)+K(w). 

The following is a direct consequence of (3.5) Proposition (see also 
(2.12) Remark). 

(3.10) Theorem. Let ff be an unfolding of a codim 1 foliation germ 
F. 
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(a) If §' is infinitesimally RL-versal, then it is k-transversal for all k. 
(b) Suppose that F is infinitesimally k-determinedfor some k. If§' 

is k-transversal, then it is infinitesimally RL-versal, thus it is an RL-versal 
unfolding of F. 

§ 4. Determinacy of foliation germs 

If §' =(w) is an unfolding (with parameter space C) of a co dim 1 
foliation germ F={w) at 0 in cn, let It be the embedding of C n into 
C n X C defined by It{X) = {x, t) and set Wt = lrW as in the previous sections. 
In this section, we prove the following 

(4.1) Theorem. Let F = (w) be a codim 1 foliation germ at 0 in C n. 
Suppose that . 

(i) dimcK(w)/mJ(w) n K(w) < + 00 and that 
(ii) F is infinitesimally k-determined, i.e., 

7t';l(O) n Q(w)cLm(w)+ lVnw 

for some non-negative integer. k. Then every k-trivial unfolding of F is 
strongly RL-isomorphic to the trivial unfolding F. More precisely, for any 
unfolding §' = (w) of F with parameter space C such that r Wt = r w for all t 
near 0 in C, there exists a triple (tP, u, a) such that 

(a) tP is aholomorphic map germ making the diagram 

(J) . 

(cn X C, o)~(cn XC, 0) 

1 1· 
id 

(C,O) ) (C, 0) 

commutative, where the vertical maps are the projections. u is a unit in lVn+l 
and a is in lVn +1' 

(b) tP(x, 0)= (x, 0), tP(O, t)=(O, t) and u(x, 0)= 1. 
(c) utP*(w+adt)=w, 

where we think of w as a germ at 0 in cn X C. 

(4.2) Remark. From the condition (a) above, we may write tP(x, t) 
= (<fi(x, t), t) for some holomorphic map germ <fi: (CnXC, o)~(cn, 0) 
and the condition (h) is equivalent to 

(h') <fi(x, O)=x, <fiCO, t)=O and u(x, 0)= 1. 
Hence if we set, for each t near 0, <fit = lr<fi and Ut = lrU, then <fit is in Ln 
and Ut is in Un. From the condition (c), we have ut<firWt =w, which means 
that Wt is in the Gn orbit of w. Thus the foliation Ft=(wt) is equivalent 
to F=(w). 
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(4.3) Remark. Consider the following conditions 

(A) dimcl(w)/J(w)< + 00, 

(B) dimcl(w)/mJ(w)< + 00, 

(C) dimcl(w)/mJ(w) + K(w) < +00, 
(D) dimcK(w)/mJ(w)nK(w)< +00, 
(E) mk+l.l(w)cmJ(w) for some k, 
(F) mk+I'I(w)cmJ(w)+K(w) for some k, 
(G) l(k+I)(w)cmJ(w)+K(w) for some k, 
(H) tr;;\O) n Q(w)CLm(w)+ (!lnw for some k. 

Then we have the implications 

(C),,, 
~ '~ 

(A) ~ (B) (F) ~ (G) ~ (H). 
~ ~ ~/~ ---

(D) (E) r;: 
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In fact, (A)8(B) and (B)=}(C) are obvious. Since K(w)/mJ(w) n K(w)-:::=. 
mJ(w)+K(w)/mJ(w), (B)=}(D). From (B), we have mk+I.I(w)cmJ(w)+ 
mk + 2 .I(w) for some k. Then using Nakayama's lemma, we get (E). We 
have (E)=}(B) and (F)=}(C) since l(w) is finitely generated. The implica
tions (G)=}(F) and (G)8(H) are obvious (see Section 3). If the answer 
to (3.6) is yes, then (F) implies (G). We also propose 

Question. (C)=}(F)=}(E)? 

(4.4) Remark. If we assume that K(w)cmJ(w) in (4.1) Theorem, 
the subsequent proof shows that we may let a=O. Thus in this case, g:
is strongly isomorphic to the trivial unfolding F. 

The rest of this section is spent for the proof of the theorem. 

Proof of (4.1) Theorem. Let g:-= (w) be an arbitrarily given k-trivial 
unfolding of F with parameter space C and let h( e (!l n + I) be the coefficient 
of dt in w. We set ht=crh for each t near O. If we also set at=cra, 
then the condition (c) is equivalent to 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Utif>rWt=w and 

<Zo if>rWt) +if>rht +if>rat =0, 

where Zt denotes the vector field L.,~~1 8if>J8t(x, t) 8/8xi • If if>(x,O)=x 
and u(x, 0)=1, then (4.5) holds when f=O. Hence we may replace (4.5) 
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by the equation obtained by differentiating the both sides with respect to t; 

(4.5)' aUt . r)twt + ut . ~ (r)twt) = O. 
at at 

(4.7) Lemma. Suppose there exist a holomorphic map germ 
~: (en X e, O)~(en, 0) and a germ g in t!Jn+l such that 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

where 

a 
gt ·w.+Lx,wt+-w.=O, 

at 

(X" wt)+ht+a,=O and 

~(O, t)=O, 

then there exist r), u and a satisfying the conditions of the theorem. 

Proof. First we solve the differential equations 

(4.11) ~(x, t)=~(r)(x, t), t) and ~(x, t)=g(r)(x, t), t) 
at at 

for r) and v under the initial condition r)(x, O)=x and v(x, 0)=0 and set 
u(x, t)=e*"t). Then using 

we get (4.5)' from (4.8). Also, since 

r)t(X., w.) = (Zt' r)twt), 

we get (4.6) from (4.9). If we set x=O in the first equation in (4.11), we 
get 

ar) 
-(0, t)=~(r)(O, t), t) 
at 

with r)(O, 0) = O. 

The above equation has also 0 as a solution. Hence by the uniqueness of 
solution, we have r)(0, t)::::::::O. Q.E.D. 
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Thus it suffices to solve (4.8) and (4.9) for Hor Xt = I:?=1 Mx, t)ajax i ), 

g and a under the condition (4.10). First we find solutions as formal 
power series in t, then we show the existence of convergent solutions. 

We express ';(x, t), g(x, t) and a(x, t) as power series in t; 

g(x, t)= I: g(Pl(X)t P and 
p~O 

a(x, t)= I: a(Pl(x)t P. 
p~O 

In general, for a series I1(X, t)= I:P~o I1(Pl(X)t P, we set 

P 
I1 IP(X, t)= I: 11(q)(X)t q and [11(X, t)]p = I1(Pl(X)t P• 

q=O 

If we set 

then (4.8) and (4.9) are equivalent to the congruences 

(4.8)p 

(4.9)p 

gIP'Wt+LxIPWt+~Wt="O and 
at P 

<XIP, wt)+aIP+ht="O, 
P 

for all p>O, where =" denotes the equality mod t P + i • Also, (4.10) is 
P 

equivalent to 

(4.10)p 

for allp>O. 
Now from the integrability dill!\ill=O of ill, we get 

(4.12) 

where dx denotes the exterior derivative with respect to x=(xh •• " x n). 

If we write 

Wt= I: w(Plt P, 
p~O 

then the condition thatpwt=pw for all t near ° implies that 

(4.13) for p~ 1. 
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The following is proved in [1] p. 47, Theoreme 5.1 and [13]. 

(4.14) Lemma. For any germ ~ in K(w), there is a unique germ j31in 
K(w) that unfolds ~. 

Thus j3 is a germ in (i)n+l such that j3(x, 0)= ~(x) and that j3dw= 
dj3!\w. Ifwe write j3(x, t)=L:p~o,8(P)(x)tP, from the last condition, we 
have 

for allp>O, 

which implies that 

(4.15) 
(~(P+l)dw-d~(P+l) !\W)tP+l= -[j3 IPd;;;wt -d;;;j3IP !\Wt]P+l 

for all p>O. 

(4.16)p Induction hypothesis. There exist ~(qj in (i)~, g(q) and a(q) in 
(i)n and a(q) in (i)n+l for q=O, •• -,p such that (4.8)p, (4.9)p and (4.10)p 
hold and that if we write a(q) = L:r~o a(q,r)(x)t', then 

(a) 

(b) 

a(q,O) E K(w) and a(q) E K(w), 
q 

a(q)=L:; a(r,q-r). 
r~O 

For the existence of formal solutions, it suffices to show that (4.16)0 
holds and that (4.16)p implies (4.16)p+l' First we note that the following 
follows from (2.6) Lemma. 

(4.17) Lemma. Suppose that 

edw+«()-de)!\w=O 

for e in (i)n and () in Qn. If () is in Lm(w)+@nw, then there exist go in (i)m 
Xo in ml9n and ao in K(w) such that 

gow+Lxo+()=O and <Xo, w)+ao+e=O. 

Thus e is in mJ(w)+K(w). 

(4.18) Lemma. (4.16)0 holds. 

Proof (4.8)0 and (4.9)0 read 

where h(l)(x)=h(x, 0). Now from (4.12), we have 
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On the other hand, 00(1) is in ~kl(O) n (J(w) «4.13». Using the assumption 
(ii) of (4.1) Theorem, we see that (4.17) Lemma implies the existence of 
g(D>, xeD) and a(D) satisfying the two equations above. We set a(D,D)=a(D) 

and let a(D) = L:r:?:D a(D,r)r be the unfolding of a(D,D) with a(D) e K(cii) (cf. 
(4.14». 

(4.19) Lemma. (4.16)p implies (4.16)p":1' 

Proof Suppose (4.16)p holds and set 

8(p+l)t P+l= [gIPwt+LxIPWt+~Wt] and at p+l 

e(P+l)tP+l=[<XIP,wt)+aIP+ht]P+l 

=[<XIP,wt)+ht]P+l' 

Then (4.8)p+l and (4.9)p+l are equivalent to 

(4.8)* 

(4.9)* 

Thus we look for g(p+l), X(p+l) and a(p+l) satisfying (4.8)* and (4.9)*. 
First we set 

and compute this quantity. We claim that the following three identities 
hold: 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 
[<XIP, wt)dw+(LxIPwt-d",<XIP, Wt»!\w]p +1 

= _[«XIP, wt»IPdwt+(LxIPWt-d.,<XIP, Wt»IP !\Wt]P+l 

and 

(4.22) 

In fact, (4.20) follows from (4.12), (4.21) follows from (2.6) Lemma with 
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m and X replaced by mt and XIP, respectively, and (4.22) follows from 
gIPmt!\mt=O. Now substituting (4.20), (4.21) and (4.22) in the expression 
of ()(p+l) and e(p+l) and using (4.8)p and (4.9)p, we obtain 

We have 

Thus applying (4.15) to each &(q) and noting that the term of order 
p-q+ 1 in &(q) is a(q,p-q+l)tp-q+t, we obtain 

p 

(4.23) r(p+l)= - L: (a(q,p-q+l)dm-da(q,P-q+l) !\m). 
q=O 

edm+ «()(P+ I) -de)!\m=O. 

This shows that ()Cp+l) is in Q(m). On the other hand, by (4.13), ()(p+l) is 
also in it"k"1(0). Hence 

Therefore, by (4.17) Lemma, there exist go, Xo and ao such that 

p p+l 
a(P+I)=ao+ L: aCq,p-q+I)= L: aCq,p-q+l) 

q=O q=O 

and let &Cp+l) be the unfolding of a(p+I,O) with &(p+l) E K(w). Then 
(4.l6)p+1 holds. Q.E.D. 

Now we prove the existence of convergent solutions. First we recall 
the Malgrange privileged neighborhoods theorem ([4]). For an n-tuple 
P = (PI' ... , Pn) of positive real numbers, we set 
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an n-tuple of non-negative integers, xa = xf'· ... x~n and I a I = a l + ... + an 
as usual, and set Iflp= .L;lal;;';Oaapa. Iff =(j;, ... ,fT) is in c!7~, we set Iflp= 
.L;r=llftlp • The c!7n-modules On and en are both naturally identified with 

We fix a basis [fill, ... , [fiN] of the C-vector space K(w)/mJ(w)nK(w). 
We choose open neighborhoods U and V of the origins in cn and C, 
respectively, so that the germs w, fil> ... , fiN have representatives on U 
and that the germ ill has a representative on U X V. Consider the c!7n-

homomorphisms 

A(X) = <X, w), 
n 

I'-(XI> ... ,X,,)=.L;Xi<Xi,W) and 
i=l 

l.I(g)=gw. 

By Malgrange [4] Theoft!me (1.1), there exists p such that PCp) C U and 
that the homomorphisms A, I'- and 1.1 have fissions simultaneously adapted 
to p, i.e., we have 

(4.24) Lemma. There exist P=(PI> ... , Pn), Pi>O, and a positive 
constant K such that P(p)C U and that 

( a) every germ e in J (w) (= 1m A) can be written as 

e=<Xo, w) for Xo in en with 

IXolap<Klelap for !<a<l, 

(b) every germ e in mJ(w) (=Im 1'-) can be written as 

(c) every germ 0 in (!)nw (=Im 1.1) can be written as O=gowfor go in 
(!)" with 

for !<a<1. 

Note that go in (4.24) (c) is uniquely determined by 0, since 1.1 is 
injective. 

We choose P with the properties in (4.24) Lemma and fix it once for 
all. 

(4.25) Lemma. There is a positive constant KI such that every germ 
e in mJ(w) can be written as e=<Xo, w) for Xo in me" with 
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Proof Let (Xl> ... ,Xn) be as in (4.24) (b). If we set ei=<Xi,W) 
for i = 1, ... , n, then 

where Ko=lwlp" On the other hand, by (4.24) (a), there exist Xi, ... , X~ 
in en such that ei=<X~, w) and that 

I X~ lap:::;: KI ei lap, 

Thus Kl = KoK2 L:?~1 Pi satisfies the requirement of the lemma. Q.E.D. 

Let a= L: a(P)(x)t P be a series with a(P) in @~ and let L: a(p)t P be a 
series with a(P) positive real numbers. We say that L: a(P)t P dominates a 
in pep) and write 

in pep) 

if I a(P) Ip <a(P) for all p >0. Consider the series ([3] p. 291, [2] p. 50, here 
we set b= C I/ 3) 

A(t)- 1 ",c PtP 
- 16 2/3 L..J 2 ' C p;>:l P 

where c is a positive constant to be determined later. We let A'(t) be the 
series obtained by differentiating A(t) with respect to t; 

1 p+l 
A'(t)=--L: _c_ tp. 

16c2/ 3 p;>:o p+ 1 

We have ([3] (19), [2] Lemma 3.6) 

(4.26) A(tY<t:-1-A(t). 
C2/ 3 

From this we get 

(4.27) A'(t)A(t)<t:-1-A'(t). 
2C 2/ 3 
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We set A1(t)=c1/SA(t), Alt)=c2/sA(t) and A~(t)=C2/3A'(t) and prove 
that there exist ~ (or X t = L:~=1 ~lx, t)%xt), g and a such that if we 
choose c sufficiently large, then the following estimates hold for all non
negative integers p: 

(4.28)p ';IP_';(O)~A2(_t_. -) or equivalently 
I-a 

(4.29)p 

(4.30)p 

XIP_X(O)~A2( I~a)' 

aIP-a(O)~A2(_t_) and 
I-a 

gIP~_I_A~(_t_) in P(ap) for !<a<l. 
I-a I-a 

First we need some estimates. If we let fit be the unfolding of [3, 
with fit e K(iiJ) for each i = 1, ... , N, then we have ([13] (A.2) Theorem 
and (4.7) Remark) 

(4.31) Lemma. If c is sufficiently large, then 

fit-[3,~Cl/6A(-t-) in P(ap), !<a<l. 
I-a 

Using (4.25) Lemma, the following is proved similarly as [9] (3.18) 
Lemma. 

(4.32) Lemma. There exists a positive constant K2 such that every 
element e in mJ(w)+K(w) can be written as 

for some Xo in m8n and constants c, with 

iXoiap<K2ieiap, Jcti<K2ieiap for !<a<l. 

By [4] Lemma (2.4), there exists a constant C1 such that for every 
germfin (!Jm 

I of I <_cl-ifibP for !<a<b<l. 
ox, ap b-a 

From this we have 

(4.33) Lemma. There exists a positive constant Ks such that for every 
Xo in 8 ... 
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The following is proved similarly as in [9] p. 42. 

(4.34) Lemma. If, for a series L:; a(P)t P, 

L:; a(P)t P <t _l_A (_t_), 
b-a I-b 

in P(ap) for t<a<b< 1, 

then 

L:; a(P)t P <t ~ _1_A,(_t_), in P(ap) for t::;;:a< 1, 
c I-a I-a 

where K4 is a positive constant. 

(4.35)p Induction hypothesis. There exist ~(q) in @~ (or X(q) in en), 
g(q) in @n and constants c~q), i=I," ·,N, for q=O,·· .,p such that if 
we write L:;l:lci q)j3i=L:;r:?:Oa(q,r)r and set a(q)=L:;Loa(r,q-r), then 
(4.8)p, (4.9)p and (4.1O)p hold and that we have the estimates (4.28)p, 
(4.29)p, (4.30)p and 

(4.36)p 

(4.37) Lemma. If we take c sufficiently large, then (4.35)0 holds. 

Proof As in (4.18) Lemma, h(1) is in mJ(m)+K(m). Hence by (4.32) 
Lemma, we may write 

N 

<XO, m)+ L:; ci~i+h(l)=O 
i=l 

for some Xo in men and constants Ci with 

If we set X(O)=Xo, C~O)=Ci and a(O)=a(O,O)=L:;r~lci°)fii' then (4.9)0 and 
(4.10)0 hold. Using the identity 

and (2.6) Lemma, we get 
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Since codim S(co»2, this shows that LX(O)CO+CO(I) is in (J)nco. Thus by 
(4.24) Lemma (c), there exists go in (J)n such that LX(O)CO+CO(I)=goco and 
that 

If we set g(O) = -go, then we have (4.8)0. Using (4.33) Lemma and the 
estimate for X(O) above, we get 

where K(I) = max {\h(1) \p, \co(1) \p}. Thus we have 

\g(O) \ <~ 1.<a<l 
ap_ I-a' 2-

for some constant K'. On the other hand, the constant term in 
l/(1-a)A~(t/(1-a)) is c/16 (l/(1-a)). Therefore, if c is sufficiently large, 
then we have the estimate (4.30)0. Q.E.D. 

(4.38) Lemma. If we take c sufficiently large, then (4.35)p implies 
(4.35)p+I for all p>O. 

Proof. Let O(p+l) and e(p+l) be as in the proof of (4.19) Lemma and 
set e=e(p+I)+ L:~=oa(q,p-q+I). Then since e is in mJ(co)+K(co), by (4.32) 
Lemma, we have 

for some Xo in men and constants Ct with 

If we set 
N 

X(p+I)=XO, dP+1)=ct , a(p+I,O)= L: d P+1){3t and 
i=l 

p p+1 
a(p+I)=a(p+I,O) + L: a(q,p-q+I)= L: a(q,p-q+I), 

q=O q=O 

then (4.9)p+I and (4.1O)p+i hold. Using the identity 

edco+(O(p+l) -de)/\co=O 

and (2.6) Lemma, we get 
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Thus by (4.24) Lemma (c), there exists go in (!)n such that L X'P+llw+8(p+l) 
=gow and that 

(4.40) Igolap<KILx ,p+l.w+8(P+I) lap, ! <a< 1. 

If we set g(P+I)= -go, then we have (4.8)p+l. Now we show the estimates 
(4.28)p+1> (4.29)p+1> (4.30)p+1 and (4.36)p+l. Since OJ is holomorphic in 
U X V, if c is sufficiently large, we have 

wt-w~A(-t-) and 
I-a 

ht-h(I)~A(_t_) in P(ap), !<a<1. 
I-a 

First we estimate 8(p+l) and e(p+I). Using (4.30)p and (4.27), we have 

[gIPwt1p+I=[gIP(Wt_W)]p+l~_I_A~(_t_)A(_t_) 
I-a I-a I-a 

I I A'( t ) ~ 2C 2/ 3 I-a 2 I-a . 

Recalling the expression (1.3), using (4.28)p and (4.26) and noting that 
IX(O)lap<K2K(I) (cf. (4.37» and that 1/{l-a)<I/{l-b), we have 

[LXIPwt]P+l = [LXIP(wt-W)]P+l 

~~{A(_t )(K2K(I)+A2(-t )) 
b-a I-a I-b 

Hence by (4.34) Lemma, 

[L w ] ~ 2ncIK.(K2K(I) + 1) _1_A,(_t_). 
XIP t p+1 C~/3 I-a 2 I-a 

Also we have 

[ ,!wt ] ~_I_A'(_t_)=_1 _1_A~(_t_). 
at p+l I-a I-a c2/ S I-a I-a 

In what follows we assume that c > 1. Then from the above, we obtain 
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(4.41) {}(P+I)tP+I<~ _l_A~( __ t_) in P(ap), -!<a<1 
e2/3 I-a I-a 

for some constant K 5• Using (4.28)p and (4.26), we get 

(4.42) 

Next we estimate L:~=oa(q'P-q+I). Using (4.36)p and (4.31) and noting 
that I e~O) I:::::K2K(I) (cf. (4.37», we have 

(to a(q,p-HI))t P+I= to ~ ciq)[ti]P-q+ltq 

<N(K2K(I)+AI( l~a ))eI/6A( l~a) 

< N( K~~~l) + )16 )A2( 1 ~a ). 

From this and (4.42), we have 

etP+I<~A2(_t_)=~AI(_t_) in P(ap), -!<a<1 
elf3 I-a e l/6 I-a 

for some constant K6• Thus, by (4.39), if e is sufficiently large, then we 
have (4.28)p+1 and (4.36)p+I' Also, since 

we have 

for some constant K7• Hence if eI/3 >K" we have (4.29)p+I' Finally, 
using (4.33) and (4.28)p+h we have 

L x (p+1lQ)' t p+ l < ~A2(_t_). 
b-a I-b 

Hence by (4.34) Lemma, 

L p+lp- K3K4 1 A'( t ) X(P+1lQ)' t "" ---- 2 -- • 
e I-a I-a 
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Thus, by (4.40) and (4.41), if K(Ks/c2/3+KaK4/C)< 1, then we have 
(4.30)p+!. Q.E.D. 

§ 5. Some special cases 

Except for the determinacy results (Theorems (5.1) and (5.6) below) 
for germs close to the given one (the "local" determinacy), the material in 
this section are essentially in [1]. (5.1) Theorem is independent of the rest 
of this section, where we treat multiform functions. We refine «5.15) 
Lemma, (5.16) Corollary and (5.17) Lemma) some of the arguments in [1] 
and use (5.6) Theorem to obtain "global" determinacy (Theorems (5.11) 
and (5.18». We also specify the order of determinacy. 

If ~ =(w) is an unfolding (with parameter space C) of a codim 1 
foliation germ F=(w) at 0 in en, we set wt='"tw and ht=,"th as before, 
where h=(a/at, (Ii) (E 19n +1). 

(5.1) Theorem. Let F=(w) be a codim 1 foliation germ at 0 in en. 
Suppose that 

m k +1 n l(w)cmJ(w) 

for some non-negative integer k. Then any unfolding ~ = (w) of F with 
parameter space e such thatpwt=pw andpht=O, for all t near 0 in e, is 
strongly isomorphic to the trivial unfolding F, i.e., there exists a pair «(P, u) 
with the properties (a) and (b) in (4.1) Theorem and 

u(P*w=w. 

Proof We prove that we may let a=O in (4.1) Theorem under the 
given condition. Thus we show that (4.16)p hold for allp>O with a(q)=O 
and &(q)=O for q=O, .. . ,p. First, from the assumption Pht=O, we 
have 

Hence we may let a(O)=O in the proof of (4.18) Lemma. If we assume 
that (4.16)p holds with a(q)=O and &(q)=0 for q=O, .. . ,p, then we have 

e(P+ l)dw+ «()(p+l) -de(P+l»l\w=O 

in the proof of (4.19) Lemma. Thus we see that e(p+l) is in I(w). On the 
other hand, from the assumption pwt=pw and Pht=O, e(p+l) is also in 
mk + 1• Hence 

e(p+l) E m k +1 n l(w)cmJ(w). 

Therefore, (4.16)p+l holds with a(p+l)=O and &(p+l) =0. The proof of the 
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existence of convergent solutions is a special case of that part of the proof 
of (4.1) Theorem. Q.E.D. 

(5.2) Remark. If F=(w) has an isolated singularity at ° in Cn, 
then m k cJ(w) for some k. Thus the above theorem is a generalization 
of [1] p. 149, Lemma 2.1. Note that their proof can be easily modified 
to obtain (/)=(f/J, t) with f/J(O, t)=O, i.e., we may choose uj,!, .. " Uj,n in 
[1] p. 150 from (x)=m(9n+p' 

Now we consider a multiform function f=ft'·· 'ft t, where j; E (9n 
and Ai E C, i = I, •. " 1([1], [12]). If we set 

I d/,. 
w=j;·· 'f! L; Ai-' , 

i=1 j; 

then w is an integrable germ in Qn and the unfolding theory for fis closely 
related to the unfolding theory for the foliation germ F=(w) ([12]). By 
regrouping the j;'s, if necessary, we may always assume that 

(5.3) 

We also assume that codim S(w»2, which implies that 

(5.4) eachj; is reduced, i.e., for any non-unit g in (9n,j; is not divisible 
by g2, and that 

(5.5) j; andf] are relatively prime. 

We set Fi= j; . . ·li· .. fz (omitj;), i = 1, .. " I, and let I(f) denote the 
ideal of (!) n generated by FlO .. " Fz (if 1= 1, we set I(f) = (9 n). Further
more, we set J(f)=J(w) (the Jacobian ideal of f) and C(f)=S(w) (the 
critical set of f). In general, we have I(f)cI(w) (see the proof of [12] 
(1. 7) Proposition). If the conditions in [12] (1.11) Theorem are satisfied, 
then I(f)=I(w) and the unfolding theory for f is equivalent to that for 
F=(w) ([12] Section 2). 

(5.6) Theorem. Let f = ft'· .. ftt be a multiform function with (5.3) 
and codim CCf) > 2. Suppose that 

mk+!.I(f)cmJ(f). 

Then if, for each i = 1, .. " I, Ii is an unfolding of Ii (with parameter space 
C) such that pj;, t = j kj; for all t near ° in C, there exists a map germ (/) 
with the properties (a) and (b) of(4.1) Theorem and 

(/)*1= f, 
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where h,t=etJi and J=Jt'·· .]tt. Thus if we write ifJ(x, t)=(t/J(x, t), t) 
and let t/Jt = eN and!t = ft~t' .. ft~t lor t near 0, then t/Jt is in Ln and 

t/Jt!t=i 

Proof If we let 

I df, 
w= j; ... II L: Ai-i 

;=1 ft 

then §'=(w) is an unfolding of F=(w). We setwt=etw and ht=eth, 
h=(alat, w) as before. First we show that the following hold for all 
p>O. 

(5.7)p Induction hypothesis. There exist X(q) in men and W) in (!In for 
q=O, .. . ,p and i=l, "', I such that 

(5.8)p (XIP, wt)+ht=O, 
P 

(5.9)p XIPf, +aft,t=oIPf, i=I,···,I, and i,t at -;; i,t' 

where 
P 

XIP=L: X(q)t q 
q=O 

P 

and Q!P= L: oiri)t q. 
q=O 

We claim (5.7)0 holds. In fact, if we set h(I)=ho and 

lil)= aft,t I ' 
at t=O 

we have 
(1)_ I Ai (1)_ I (I) 

h -j; .. ·11 L: -Ii -L: AJi Fi • 
1,=1 ft i=1 

From the assumption that Pft,t=Pft for all t near 0, we see that h(l) E 

m"+II(f)=mJ(f)=mJ(w), Hence there .exists xeD) in men such that 

(X(O), W)+h(I)=O. 

This equation can be written as 

Thus, by (5.5), there exist oiO), i = 1, .. " I, in (!In such that 
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I 
"" , "(0) - 0 L.J AiUi - • 
i=1 

Next we claim that (5.7)p implies (5.7)p+l' In fact, if we set 

then we have 

e(P+l)tP+1=[<XIP, w,)+h']P+l and 

Fi,,=h,," ·ji,,·· 'fl" (omitfi,t), 

If we use (5.9)p, the second term is equal to 

~ [AiFi,,(ojPh,t)IP]p+! = [h,,' .. fl" ~ AiW t+l-~ AiFMjP h,,]p+l> 

in which the first term vanishes by (5.1O)p' Therefore, we obtain 

e(p+l)t P+1= ± AiFi[XIPh,,+ aJ.ai" -olPh,,] . 
i=1 t p+l 

455 

SinceX(q),q=O, ·.·,p,areinml9n andjkh,t=rh for tnear 0, we see 
that 

e(P+!) E mk+l·J(f)cmJ(f)=mJ(w) 

(note that [ojPh,']P+l=[W(h,t- h)]p+l)' 

Hence there exists X(p+l) in ml9n such that 

This equality can also be written as 

Thus, by (5.5), there exist O~p+l), i = 1, .. " I, in (!)n such that 

I 

and L: Ai W+ 1)=0. 
i=1 

Therefore, (5.7)p+! holds. 
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Note that when 1=1, (5.7)p hold for all p~o with o(q) =0, q =0, 
"',p. 

After this, we are able to prove the theorem by either one of the 
following arguments (1) and (II): 

(I) We can easily see that (4.16)p hold for all p>o with a(q)=O 
and &(q)=O, q=O, .. ',p, which implies the existence of rp and u as 
formal power series in t such that 

urp*iiJ = (J). 

The proof of the existence of convergent solutions is a special case of that 
part of the proof of (4.1) Theorem. Thus there is an isomorphism (rp, u) 
from the trivial unfolding «(J)) to .fF = (iiJ). Then by [12] (2.4) Lemma, rp 
is an isomorphism fromfto 1; 

1])*1 = f 

(II) We can show, as a very special case of the convergence part of 
the proof of (4.1) Theorem, that there exists 

such that 

<Xt, (J)t)+ht=O, 

or if we set X = Xt + a/at, <X, iiJ) = 0. If we solve the differential equation 

~(x, t)=f;(ifJ(x, t), t) 
at 

for ifJ under the initial condition ifJ(x,O)=x, and set rp(x, t)=(ifJ(x, t), t), 
then we have rp*l=f Q.E.D. 

We say that a multiform function f = ft'· .. ft' is k-determined (de 
determination finie faible d'ordre k in [1]) if for any germ (gt> .. " gz) in 
(9;' withPgi= Pit, i = 1, .. " I, there is a germ ifJ in Ln such that ifJ*g= J, 
where g=g~1 . . ·gt l • Also,fis finitely determined iffis k-determined for 
some non-negative integer k. 

(5.11) Theorem. Letf = ft' · . 'ft' be a multiform function with (5.3) 
and co dim C(f) > 2. Suppose that 

mkcmJ(f). 

Then f is k-determined. 
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Proof Let (gl' .. " g!) be a germ in (!); withjkgi=Pli, i= 1, . ", I, 
and set 

(5.12) llx, t)=h(x)+t(glx)-hex)). 

Also, for each tin C, we sethix)=llx, t) and f, = (h,tY'· .. (f!,t)ll. By 
(5.6) Theorem and by the compactness of the interval [0, 1] in C, it suffices 
to show that 

m k + I[(f,) C mJ(f,) 

for all tin [0, 1]. Now from (5.12), we have 

Hence we have 

By Nakayama's lemma, we have mkcmJ(f,). Since mk+I[(f,)cmk, the 
theorem is proved. 

(5.13) Remark. We may replace the condition in the above theorem 
by 

mkcmJ(f)+mk+l. 

Since the critical set C(f) of I is the analytic set of the ideal J(f)' 
we have 

(5.14) Corollary. .if C(f)={O} or !ft, or equivalently, if dime (!)/J(f) 
< + 00, then I is finitely determined. 

For a multiform function I = It'· .. it', we set J =U;, ... Jl) (E (!);) 
and let X(J), Q(J), N(J), S(n and R(J) be as in pp. 157-158 of [1]. 
Thus if we naturally identify X(J) with (!);, then Q(J) is the sub-(!) n-module 
of (!); generated by U;, 0, ... ,0), ... , (0, .. " 0Jl), N(J) is the sub-(!)n
module of (!); generated by 

S(J)=N(J)+Q(J) and R(J)=X(J)/S(J). 
The following gives a more direct proof of a result obtained by com

bining Proposition 1.2 and Lemma 2.1 of [1] p. 154 and p. 158. 

(5.15) Lemma. There is a surjective (!)n-homomorphism 
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I(f)jJ(f)-->R(J). 

Proof Recall that I(!) is generated by Fl> ••• , Fl, where Fi= 
;; .. ·li· .. fl. If L:~~I aiFi= L:~~I a~Fi' ai' a~ e @n, then by (5.5), for each 
i = 1, .. " I, a~ - ai is divisible by ft in @n. Thus the map 

p: I(f)-->X(J)jQ(J) 

given by 

is a well defined surjective @n-homomorphism. It is easily seen that 
p(J(f))cN(J)jN(J) n Q(J). Thus p induces a surjective homomorphism 
I(f)jJ(f)~X(J)jN(J)+Q(J)=R(J). Q.E.D. 

(5.16) Corollary. /fmkI(f)cJ(f), then mkx(J)cS(J). 

The following is proved by modifying the arguments in [1] p. 158, 
Proposition 2.2 (cf. also [5]). 

(5.17) Lemma. For non-negative integers k and r, set kl=k+r if 
r >0 and kl =k+ 1 ifr =0. Let J=(;;, ... ,fl) be a germ in @~ such that 

Then for any germ g=(gl,·· "gi) in @~ with P'gi=jk'/t, i=I,·· ·,1, 
there is a germ <jJ in Ln and units Ul> ••• , U l in @n withF<jJ=Fx andFui= 1 
such that 

(5.18) Theorem. Let f=/t'·· 'ft! be a multiform function with 
(5.3) and codim CC!»2. Suppose that 

mk I(f)cmJ(f) 

for some positive integer k. Then f is 2k-determined. 

Proof By (5.16) Corollary, we have mkx(J)cS(J). Given a germ 
g=(gH .. ·,gl) in @~ withpkgt=pkft. Then by (5.17) Lemma, there is a 
germ <jJ in Ln and units Ul, ... , U l in @n with jk<jJ = X andpui= 1 such that 
Ui<jJ*gi= ft. Sincejku;l= 1, we may assume from the beginning that gt= 
Vift for some Vi in @n withpvi=l, i=l, ... , I. We set 

(5.19) Ji(X, t)= ft(x) + t(gt(x)- ft(x)) = (I +t(vi -l))ft(x). 
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Also, for each tin C, we seth,t(X)=ji(X, t) andh=n~t" ·/t~t. By (5.6) 
Theorem and by the compactness of [0,1] in C, it suffices to show that 

mk+1J(!e)cmJ(!e) 

for all tin [0, I]. Now by (5.19), 

J(f)==J(!e) and J(f)cJ(!e)+ mkJ(!e). 

Hence we have 

Thus by Nakayama's lemma, we have mkJ(!e)cmJ(!e). Since mk+1J(!e) 
C m k J(!e), the theorem is proved. 

(5.20) Remark. By a similar argument, we may prove that if 

mk J(f)cJ(f) 

for some non-negative integer k, then/is (2k+ I)-determined. 

(5.21) Remark. We may replace the condition in the above theo
rem by 

mkJ(f)c mJ(f) + mk + lJ(f). 

Since the support of the li!n-module J(f)/J(f) is the strict critical set 
C'(f) of/([l] p. 154, Proposition 1.2), we have 

(5.22) Corollary ([1] p. 161, Theoft!me 3.1). If C'(f)={O} or cp, or 
equivalently, if dime J(f)/J(f)< + 00, then / is finitely determined. 
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